
SOVIET GOLD JEWELRY
A RARE COLLECTIBLE & HOT NEW INVESTMENT

Stock brokers and art collectors have found an investment they can agree on, an unusual
hybrid product called Soviet Gold Jewelry. Born in an art market environment, it quickly
adopted stock market trading techniques and breached the gap between a collectible and a
commodity.

“Soviet Gold is a Rare and Valuable Commodity that is
being Depleted Worldwide! There is Big Money to be
Made.”
Supply is limited and demand is high. The number of Soviet Gold investors and
collectors is skyrocketing in the United States [largest buyer], Canada, Europe, and Asia.
This market is becoming very hot. All trends indicate that this commodity is a lucrative
investment with strong public demand.

The Soviet Gold Market has surpassed both the Gold Bullion and Gold Jewelry Markets,
steadily growing between 70% and 200% annually. How is that possible? Soviet Gold
Jewelry is that same gold bullion but with a number of additional value-making
characteristics such as rarity and cultural value. Add to that the complete absence of
stringent government regulations and murky corporate lobbying, and you get a booming
new market.

In only a few years, Soviet Gold Jewelry went from a little-known hobby to a prospering
investment marketplace. The majority of buyers in this market quickly changed from
collectors to investors and traders. Why? See for yourself...

Sales of modern gold jewelry are falling due to the high price of gold. Gold itself
although highly valued has evened out, no longer yielding quick profits. The stock
market is still recovering from the past few years. These conditions have forced many
small investors, who are not in it for the long run, to look outside the box for new
opportunities. This search has led many to the Soviet Gold Market.

Soviet Gold Jewelry is the rarest mass produced gold in the world, making more money
for buyers than any other gold investment. Since 2009 it has quadrupled in value, with
minimum price growth over 70% per year. The market itself is brand new, one would say
virgin, which means large growth potential and low risk. Legally the market is classified
under the category of cultural property [art, antiques, and collectibles] where there are
virtually no government regulations, giving investors and collectors complete freedom.
Because there are no big corporate players in the game, the "little guy" is left alone to
keep all the profit. Finally, perhaps the most attractive point to all investors is the fact that
this market is unexploited and full of growth potential.

So, this most unlikely product, Soviet Gold Jewelry, is prospering in the most unlikely
place, the United States of America. Investors, collectors, and everyone who desires to
make an extra dollar in this economy are advised to look into this new opportunity.

For more information please visit www.SovietJewelry.com


